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"The Clever Minkies"

Pi (3.14 .. .) The World's Most Mysterious Number

By Donald Noss Jr.' CPA

T HE CLEVER MINKIES"
KNEW there was something dif-
ferent about this "Radar Note"
from the first day they acquired it.

But what? And who had time to think about it? Could
this note's elegant serial number be disguising one of
the most important mathematical relationships in
the universe? Perhaps. But then again,
maybe not. Who knew? Maybe this
88222288 was the exact purchase 	 , (''`
price of Bill Gates' home?
Nope, too small a num-
ber. But some-
thing impor-
tant just.xo"'#'
had 	 .0' s

-.) '‘, -4,-,(1	,,,' ne'
to be 	 ''''.'''. .0-(3-' 22;7'`:(1-4„410 s30..e.
lurking	 •:;.s' 	 '
in that 	 lc

serial
number.
Hmmmmm..
And if some-
thing was inside
there, how do we
find it? This was
going to take some
serious thought!

No number has cap-
tured the imagination of people for centuries as much
as the ratio of a circle's circumference to its diameter.
And that ratio (3.14) is named Pi. Exactly how many
uses does this Pi have? Many, many, many! And what
on earth does the serial number printed on this dollar
bill have to do with Pi ? Maybe nothing. Maybe
something.

Let's see!
Here Is A Little Background About Pi: Archimedes

was a Greek mathematician who lived in Italy around

250 B.C. and is generally considered to be the greatest
mathematician of ancient times. Among discovering

many bold insights and mathematical
relationships into the makeup of the

physical world, he is credited with
being the discoverer of an

extremely close approximation
of Pi (3.14).

He did not name Pi,
but he proved that the

ratio of a circle's
perimeter to its diame-

ter is the same as the
ratio of the circle's

area to the square
of the radius. He

directly discovered
the procedure to approxi-

mate Pi as between 3 + 1/7 and
3 + 10/71 (universally known as

3.14). Not an insignificant feat and more
than just useful to the existence of modern civ-

ilization. In addition to that, he was especially
proud of his discovery for finding the volume of a
sphere showing that it is two-thirds the volume of the
smallest cylinder that can contain it.

Countless equations use Pi as a component.
Abstract topics like continued fractions, logarithms of
imaginary numbers, and periodic functions. At
Archimedes' request, the figure of a sphere and a cylin-
der was engraved on his tombstone.

It is safe to say that the value of Pi in mathematics
cannot be overstated. Now Back To The Serial
Number On This Dollar Bill! 88222288.

First of all, as you will see, we have a superb Radar
Note here. In fact, if we add all the 2s together we get
8. Interesting! Five 8s in disguise? There's more. You
can just feel there is something unique about this 8-digit
serial number! A little further analysis easily recognizes
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(to the 320th decimal)

3.
1415926535 8979323846 2643383279 5028841971
6939937510 5820974944 5923078164 0628620899

7," 8628034825 3421170679 8214808651 3282306647
0938446095 5058223172 5359408128 4811174502
8410270193 8521105559 6446229489 5493038196
4428810975 6659334461 2847564823 3786783165
2712019091 4564856692 3460348610 4543266482
1339360726 0249141273 7245870066 0631558817
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Minkies
Copy n ght 1999
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that the sum of the first two 8s = 16.
last two 8s. It is also easy to
recognize that if we multi-
ply the inner 2s by each
other we get a total of
16. In fact, you can
make a total of 16 in

dif- /.

divide 256 by 16 again, guess what? Hot dog,
another 16. How about taking one of the 8s and mul-
tiplying by one of the 2s or adding the sum of all the 2s
to any 8. More 16s. No matter how we look at this
serial number, we are bombarded by the number 16.

Now, how will 16 help us find Pi? Well, maybe it
doesn't and this was a useless exercise. We better get
lucky or this will never see the light of day let alone get
published.

Let's think a little deeper here. Hmmmmiumm.
Now what? Could Pi actually be hiding inside that
long serial number? If so, where and how will we find
it? Consider this! Just by chance, if we take the 16th
root of 88222288 and round off the answer to 2 decimal

places, guess what? YEP! BINGO! Pi (3.14)
Incredible! There we have it. That tricky Pi has been
hiding in that long radar note for a long time.

INCREDIBLE!!!!!' We knew it had to be there,
somewhere! So, do we stop here? Perhaps! But then
again, maybe not. What else is there to do? This was
a really neat number manipulation exercise. At least

"The Clever Minkies" thought it was fun. But
could there be even more than we thought hid-

den in all those 16s? "The Clever
Minkies" thought a lit-
tle more and then a lit-
tle more...and then a
little more. And

finally, guess
what? Bingo

Again!
Try this!

The 16th letter
in the Greek

Alphabet is - Yep.
4:0 	You guessed it! Just

what we've been after
all this time:
Pi. The
magical
3.14!
© 2005
Donald
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note: "The Clever Minkies" image was created by
Donald Noss Jr. It is a Registered Trademark.

Likewise for the

this note many
ferent ways.

Try This:
There are
four 8s and
four 2s in
this serial
number.
If we multi-
ply the four 8s 	 P. 44:1,

N I Op 	 16 r,, , 4,./together we get 4,096. 	 „..1',

r,

(, - 	 .

0 %k
If we multiply the four 2s

Qt. 4;i i kt7.

together we get 16. Then, if we 	 lit —11-I:
St,„ 

C'S III V
0?

divide 4,096 by 16, we get 256. Now 	 ‘..7. 	 At-,

' t Cwhat? We can't stop here. Well, if we 
glii6;1:11
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